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swaying man with compelling impulses, there is also a natural
power of self-assertion and integration in him that helps
him to resist any kind .of emotional explosion.   Even among
primitive races we find severe restrictions put upon the sex-
instinct as upon other instincts as well.   Any restriction of
the blind operation of the instinct of sex is derived from
the instinct of self-preservation, which is practically Adler's
hypothesis.     Unfortunately,   Adler   again   goes   too  far,
neglecting Freud's point of view almost entirely, and thus
falls into the samfe error of one-sidedness and exaggeration.
His psychology is the psychology of the ramifications of the
impulse of self-preservation in the human psyche.   It is,
I admit, no small undertaking to reconcile Freud and Adler,
and I fully understand why, human nature being what it is,
a definite, one-sided theory seems preferable to the ever-
changing aspect of truth.    But nevertheless we should
be able to gaze steadfastly upon this changing face of truth;
for otherwise we are no psychologists, but mere chemists of
the psyche.   We 'ought to be able to recognize and to admit
that much in the psyche really depends on sex, at times
even everything, but that at other times little depends on
sex, and nearly everything comes under the factor of self-
preservation, or the power-instiijct, as Adler calls it.   Freud's
mistake, as well as Adler's, lies in this: each naively assumes
the continuous operation of a single instinct, as though
it were a chemical constituent, always there and always of
the same quantity, like the two hydrogen atoms in water.
If that were the case, certainly man would be sexual, as
Freud says he is, and intent upon power, as Adler describes
him.   But in life one of the two has to give way, as man
cannot be both at the same time.    That is, they act according
to the principle:   " ote-foi que je m'y mette!"   The two
theories would be irreconcilable if we were to regard the
instincts as fixed elements in the compound called the psyche.
But why should we view the psyche as if it were a chemical
body ?   Everybody knows that instincts vary a great deal

